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Geology

K^ometii^eduringthePleistocen Epoch(1.3mil ionto10,0 0yearsago),

the Niobrara lUver began carving a broad valley through what is how
.eastern \X^yoniing and northern Nebraska. As the river cut down through the plain,it exposed layers of gray sandstone,shaping them into cliffs and
buttes.These rock layers are much older than the Niobrara and reveal

how the enviroriment both sustained the animals that roamed tbe area 19
million years ago and then preserved their fossil remains.

Airborne Ash and Sand

Geologists classify rocks into tiiree t)T5es:
igneous rocks,formed by the cooling of
molten material;sedimentary rocks, con
sisting of particles deposited by wind or
water or through chemical precipitation;
and metamorphic roclcs, formed from pre
existing rocks altered by heat and/or pres
sure. The rocks at Agate Fossil Beds are a
cross between igneous and sedimentary
deposits,in that much of the sediment

began as ash blown out of volcanoes in
southern Utah and Nevada. These re

peated eruptions resembled that of Mt.
St. Helens in 1980 and spread ash over a
wide geographical area. Seasonal streams

brou^t sand and silt from the uplifting
Rocky Mountains to the west and with
the wind,reworked the ash deposits.
The resulting sediments suggest a semiarid climate.
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The dune deposits found on the Daemonelix Trail formed as ash,sand,and grit drifted with the wind. The sloping
lines in the rock face are the "slip-face" surfaces of the dune, where grains blown up the stoss side of the dune cas
caded down the front face. This tells us the prevailing wind direction was from the northwest at the time the dunes
formed.

Ancient Habitats

Geologists divide the rock strata at Ag

tions were deposited east of the

ate Fossil Beds into two formations: the

mountains,the climate became drier

older Harrison and the younger Anderson,
Ranch. A formation is a layer of rock that
can be distinguished from other layers by
characteristics such as composition, grain

and a^avannah of mixed trees, shrubs,
and grass gave way to grassland,
causing both plants and animals to
adapt or face extinction.

size, fossil content, and color. While the
Harrison Formation comprises wind
blown ash and sand,the Anderson Ranch
Formation is marked by the presence of
ancient soils, limestone lake deposits,
stream channel deposits,and the rem
nants of waterholes. The two formations

are also separated by an "unconformity"
- an ancient erosional surface tliat indi

cates a break between periods of deposi
tion. The sediments and the fossil remains

together suggest that as the sands of the
Harrison and Anderson Ranch Forma

The streams of the Anderson Ranch

Formation cut and then abandoned
channels that became water holes.

These waterholes attracted animals,

many of which died there during peri
ods of drouglit. The rapid deposition
of ash and sand provided a perfect
environment for fossil preservation.
They both covered the remains of an
cient mammals quickly and produced
an alkaline chemical environment
which stabilized the bones.

